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Before I forget…

The views expressed in this lecture are 
personal. They may not represent the views 
of, and may not be attributed to the WTO, 
the WTO Secretariat or and WTO Member
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An Irrepressible Frenzy of
Free Trade Agreements!

Part 1:



This is What the International Trade 
Landscape looks like with the Proliferation 
of FTAs: I J K

A B

C D

E F

G H

The comparison with a spaghetti bowl was first made by trade economist J. Bhagwati

• FTAs are in majority agreements binding only two parties and 
no other country

• Proliferation of FTAs (Australia, 5 FTAs – only one is 
plurilateral, TPP - concluded in 2 years, EU also active: EU-
Vietnam, CETA, TIPP…)

• New FTAs cover more than just trade: FDI, IP, mutual 
recognition

• Is this making the world economically better or worse off?
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FTAs: Economic Second Bests and Costly 
Legal Nightmares (1)
• WTO law and the economic theory of comparative advantage:

– Absolute and relative comparative advantage
– Comparative advantage works best in a multilaterally liberalized context

• The “beauty” of the most-favoured nation (MFN) clause

• Trade creation v. trade diversion, the mercantilist streak of FTAs
– FTAs create “artificial” comparative advantage and inefficient sourcing (excludes 

efficient out-of-FTA competitors)
– Trade diversion is at its worst in bilateral FTAs
– FTAs create trade, but do not benefit consumers. Downstream producers already 

trading with the other party to the FTA are main beneficiaries

• FTAs may not always be prompted by economic considerations
– Trade deals as part of strategic alliances (TPP = US-centric; RCEP =  China-

centric)
– FTA negotiations favour the party with the largest market power (calls 

the shots/red lines in negs.) and may leave free range to power-oriented 
diplomacy (MFN limits power-oriented diplomacy in multilateral trade 
negotiations)
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FTAs: Economic Second Bests and Costly Legal 
Nightmares (2)

• FTAs are costly to negotiate:

– Contrary to multilateral trade agreements (MFN extension), 
FTAs require extensive negotiations “from scratch” with each 
trade partners

– Each FTA has a different scope, content, rules of origin (ROO), 
dispute settlement, different exclusions and…

– Unlike MTAs, FTAs =>proliferation of non-homogenous rules of 
origin

• Australia-Korea FTA: 5.200 different rules of origin

• “Substantial transformation”: last substantial process; change of 
tariff heading; regional value added; minimum local %tage; etc.  
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FTAs: Economic Second Bests and Costly Legal 
Nightmares (3)

• FTAs are costly to implement:

– High cost of implementation for business (adaptation to 
different rules according to FTA) before harvesting any benefit 
(phasing in periods up to 5 years)

– High cost for customs administration (mastering and enforcing 
rules of origin according to each FTA)

• Example: a computer may have Korean origin in the Korea-
Australia FTA (and enter Australia duty-free) but Chinese origin in 
the New Zealand-Australia FTA (and pay an import duty upon 
entering Australia if imported through NZ)

– So much so that in NAFTA, many Mexican exporters chose to 
export to the US with the MFN tariff rather than under the 
preferential rate (too costly)
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Are Mega-Regional Trade Deals any Better?

• “Mega Regionals” are preferential regional agreements 
covering large shares of world Trade and addressing a 
broad range of issues (tariffs, investment, services, 
regulations… even currency manipulation)

• Will lead to larger shares in global trade covered by FTAs 
(TTIP 25%; TPP 29%; RCEP 35%), idem for FDI

• Macro-economic models suggest that the overall world 
per capita income will go up with Mega Regionals

• At country level this image must be nuanced 
– TTIP: all insiders and some outsiders win, but outsiders with 

strong current links with the EU/US will lose

– TPP: some insiders win, some lose (e.g. Chile), outsiders lose 
(China -1%)

Source: G. Felbmayr: The Age of Mega-Regional Deals: What’s in for Outsiders (IIT 
Lecture Series, 17 March 2016) 
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Some dissenting views…

Hufbauer & DeRosa “What do Gravity Models Tell us About 
PTAs’ Impact on Trade Flows” (2007)

www.voxeu.org/article/free-trade-agreements-and-trade 
liberalisation

 Hufbauer & Schott (2007): 5 out of 9 PTAs studied generated 
trade diversion in agricultural products (not surprising given 
the the high levels of protection in agriculture)

 The world’s major PTAs (EU, NAFTA, ASEAN, Mercosur, 
EFTA) are trade creating for both insiders and outsiders

 But minor PTAs are often trade-diverting, including among 
insiders
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Overall, FTAs and Mega-Regional Trade 
Deals Divert Countries’ Political and 
Negotiating Energy from the Economic 
First Best: Multilateral Trade 
Negotiations

The bigger the FTA (i.e. the closer it gets 
to multilateral liberalisation), the less 
trade diverting it gets…

Intermediary Conclusion:



So Why do Countries Currently Enter Into 
FTAs?

• Failure of WTO Doha Development Agenda 
multilateral negotiations to produce any large 
scale result

• The positive side of trade diversion: evinces 
competitors from outside the FTA (unless they 
already have themselves an FTA with the other 
party to the FTA, like New Zealand with China in 
the case of ChAFTA)

• Secure deeper & broader liberalization (e.g. 
investment chapter in ChAFTA, mutual 
recognition in CETA)
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So Why do Countries Currently Enter Into 
FTAs? (2)

• Reinforce political/strategic alliances, 
containment of China and other BRICs countries 
(Brazil, Russia, India)

• Looks efficient (only one other party to deal with 
in bilateral FTAs), looks cheaper to negotiate, 
and parties feel more in control than in MTN, 
and…

• … because everybody else does it and nobody 
wants to be left out !
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What About Australia and the 
European Union?

Part 2:



Why Would the EU Enter in a FTA with 
Australia? Some Economic Reasons…

• In 2014, Australia only ranked as the 21 largest trade in goods 
partner of the EU (but overall 15th?)

• Total trade in goods amounted to €38.8bn in 2014 
– Australia to EU: mineral commodities (fuels and mining products) 

and agricultural products

– EU to Australia: predominantly manufactured goods 

• But:
– total trade in commercial services amounted in 2013 to €27bn 

and represented more than 1/3 of the total trade and there is room 
to grow

– EU is largest foreign direct investor in Australia 

Source: European Commission http://ec.europa.eu /trade/policy/countries-
and-regions/countries/australia/
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Why Would Australia Enter in a FTA with 
the European Union? Some Economic 
Reasons…

• The EU represents Australia's third largest trading partner 
(after China and Japan) – Second according to DEFAT 

• In 2014, Australian foreign direct investment in the EU was 
valued at $83.5 billion (almost half EU FDI in Australia!)

• EU average tariff on industrial goods is 4.3 %, but overall it is 
6.4% (because of tariffs on agriculture products)

• Increased intra-companies GVCs => FDI agreement

Source: Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 
(DEFAT) http://dfat.gov.au/trade/agreements/aeufta/Pages/aeufta.aspx
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Why an EU-Australia FTA (“AEUFTA”)? 
Some Trade Policy Reasons…
• European Union: “catching up” in Asia:

– An FTA with Australia would provide a “foothold” for EU producers in the Asian market
– EU lags behind the US and ASEAN in the past 5-year import growth trend (US 4.1%, ASEAN 

4.9%, EU  3.3%) 
– Some EU goods (e.g. cars) still face tariffs in Australia whereas similar US, Japanese and 

Korean products are imported under the respective FTA
– High tariff protections for some processed agricultural products
– some IP protection issues for processes agricultural goods
– Australian sanitary and SPS restrictions on agricultural products (e.g. beef, sheep, pork) 
– Stricter screening thresholds for EU investments in Australia compared with US or China

• Australia: “aggressive” FTA-based trade policy
– EU harmonized market would deliver more clarity & predictability to Australian business 

than the mega-regional agreements (APEC or AANZFTA)
– The two largest Australian trading partners (China and Japan) already have FTAs with 

Australia
– Australia faces prohibitive tariffs for exports of agricultural products in the EU
– Non-recognition and access of Australian services providers to EU government procurement

• Overall security context (Joint Declaration of 15 November 2015)
– “like minded”: liberal & democratic values
– Australia not among the EU 10 “strategic partners”
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Pre-Existing International Trade Law 
Context Between Australia and the 
European Union

• Both the EU and Australia are bound by the WTO Agreement
• The EU-Australia Partnership Framework of October 2008: 

– Cooperation in the multilateral trading system 
– Cooperation on trade in services and investment issues
– Facilitation of trade in industrial products between the EU and Australia by 

reducing technical barriers, including conformity assessment procedures

• The annual Trade Policy Dialogue at senior official level: exchanges 
views on bilateral trade relations

• Technical agreements
– An agreement on mutual recognition to facilitate trade in industrial 

products by reducing technical barriers, including assessment procedures 
(e.g. mutual recognition of conformity assessment procedures)

– Sectoral agreement in trade in wine (GI)

• 15 November 2015, EU and Australia agreed to commence work 
toward the launch of negotiations for a FTA, first meeting Feb. 2016 

Source: EU Commission, op.cit.
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“Precedents” which could influence the EU 
position in the negotiation of an AEUFTA

–CETA (now concluded with Canada)

–TTIP (in negotiation with the 
United States)

–The EU Commission commitment 
to promote a court system for ISDS
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“Precedents” which may influence 
Australia’s position in the negotiation of an 
AEUFTA

–SAFTA (Singapore-Australia, 2003)

–TPP

–ChAFTA

–Suspicious of ISDS (Labor); Case-by-
case inclusion of ISDS in FTAs 
(Governing Coalition) 
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Case Study 1: an EU FTA with a Trade 
Partner Similar to Australia: Canada – EU 
Comprehensive Economic and Trade 
Agreement (CETA, 2015) 

• Similarities between Canada and Australia as EU trading 
partners:

– Shared historic, cultural and democratic rules
– EU is Canada’s second trading partner, after the US
– EU exports primarily manufactured products, Canada exports 

include a large share of commodities/primary products
– Importance of trade in services (around €27 bn/year in both cases)
– Canada FDI in EU (2013) = €117 bn, half EU FDI in Canada

– CETA expected to boost trade in goods by 23%

Source: EU Permanent Delegation to Canada 
http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/canada/eu_canada/trade_relation/
index_en.htm
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Main Characteristics of CETA: Trade in 
Goods 

Overall liberalization except for “sensitive products”

• Elimination of customs duties for imports of more than 99% 
of goods originating in the EU and Canada either upon entry 
into force or within 3, 5 or 7 years

• Agricultural products: 95% of the value of EU agricultural 
exports to Canada will be fully liberalised. The EU will also 
fully liberalise 97.0% of its agricultural imports from Canada

• A few sensitive agricultural products will be subject to special 
treatment (TRQ/entry price) or excluded from any tariff 
reduction
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Main Characteristics of CETA:Non-Tariff
Measures

• Rules of Origin (ROO) = EU Rules of Origin
– Exceptions in some domains where can’t be met by Canada (car, 

textile, fish, processed food) or EC & Canada (textile). In such 
case, derogation for a max. quantity of exports.

– In the future: possible cumulation of ROO with US for cars 
provided TTIP is concluded

• TBT: elaboration on WTO TBT Agreement

• SPS: current level of protection maintained
– EU public worried about sanitary issues (hormones)
– Gradual elimination of “behind the border” barriers for wine and spirits 

(distribution of wine and spirits controlled by provinces)

• Trade facilitation: more transparency & 
simplification
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Main Characteristics of CETA: Services & Public 
Procurement
• Services: 

– “WTO+”, liberalization except as provided in negative lists:
• one schedule where restrictions can be maintained but not 

increased (“Annex 1”)
• one schedule where additional restrictions could be adopted 

(“Annex 2”)

– Exclusion of cultural services:
• CETA reaffirms the right of both the EU and Canada to take measures to 

preserve and promote cultural diversity
• CETA will in no way restrict the ability of Governments to subsidise 

cultural activities
• Audio-visual sector entirely excluded from any disciplines and any 

liberalisation commitments. 

• Public procurement:
– “GPA +”
– Canada: opened at all level of government
– EU: opened at all level of government
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Main characteristics of CETA: Intellectual 
Property, Labour & Environmental 
Standards, Investment

• Intellectual property rights:
– “TRIPS+”
– Geographical indications (GIs)

• Protection of 145 EU GIs in Canada
• Compliance with labour and environmental standards
• Foreign Direct Investment:

– Threshold of review of proposed investment under Investment 
Canada Act raised to C$ 1.5 billion

– Mode 4 (temporary entry) allowed when investment made
– Mutual recognition of professional qualifications
– ISDS:

• Recognized right for parties to regulate
• Closed list of “fair and equitable treatment”, definition of “indirect 

expropriation”
• Bilateral investment court: Commission mandated to promote it
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Case Study 2: Provisions Agreed upon by 
Australia in Previous FTA which Could Help 
Concluding an AEUFTA

• An FTA excluding agriculture: SAFTA (2003)
– Did not prevent Australia from grabing a 15% share of Singapore’s 

food and beverage market

– But what about GATT Article XXIV “substantially all trade” 
requirement if agriculture is excluded from an AEUFTA?

• An FTA providing for a framework to promote mutual 
recognition of professional services and qualification 
(Working Group on Professional Services, AUSFTA)

• An FTA providing for access of skilled workers (ChAFTA)
– But only if no equivalent skills can’t be found in Australia

– For investment projects of 1.5 mio AU$ minimum
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Case Study 3: ChAFTA, a Recent Example of 
FTA Between Australia and a Major Trading 
Country (1)
• Agriculture: an unlikely liberalization model?

– Sectoral lower tariffs + discretionary safeguard (with ceiling) for 
beef and dairy

– Elimination of all tariffs on agricultural products by Australia (as 
in all FTAs concluded by Australia), but strict sanitary and SPS 
regulations
• Limited chances that Australia will lower the level of its biosecurity 

measures or change risk assessment practices to allow imports of 
currently banned agricultural products

• Intra-FTA trade remedies: is there a need for 
them in AEUFTA?
– Australia is entitled to continue to use trade remedies such as AD 

duties or CVD to imports from China

– Right to impose sectoral safeguard measures to intra-FTA trade 
in case of “serious injury”
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Case Study 3: ChAFTA, a Recent Example of 
FTA Between Australia and a Major Trading 
Country (2)
• Services: Australia’s problems with China on Mode 4 

is not as acute with the EU
– Framework to advance mutual recognition of services qualifications, 

and to support mutual recognition initiatives by professional bodies 
in Australia and China

• MFN: a soft multilateralization? 
– China has committed to extend to Australia any more beneficial 

treatment it provides to other trade partners in the future in a 
number of sectors (ChAFTA)

• A highly restricted scope for an otherwise 
unimaginative ISDS
– ISDS mechanisms incorporating explicit safeguards for governments to 

take decisions in the public interest, including health and the 
environment, and reduce risk of frivolous claims

– A clear WTO inspiration, but not as much as the EU “investment court”
– Is there a need for ISDS when both the EU and Australian domestic 

judicial systems are efficient comply with due process of law, can review 
treaties and award damages?
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What a FTA between the EU and Australia 
could look like (1)

• Exclusion of Agriculture with “niche” 
exceptions?
– Australia lost the UK Imperial Syst. of Preference in 1972 => 

MFN exports to EU

– Despite reforms, EU Common Agricultural Policy ( CAP) still a 
cornerstone of EU policies

– Australia unlikely to secure across the board tariff concessions in 
agriculture

– Suggestions that Australia should focus on other domains + 
sectorial concessions in agricultural products

– EU ag. problems with Australia essentially with IP protection 
and sanitary measures

– Australia’s model of full tariff liberalization with strict 
biosecurity norms unlikely to fit with the CAP  
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What a FTA between the EU and Australia 
could look like (2)

• Comprehensive agreement on non-agricultural 
goods + services:
– Manufactured goods: 

• EU to seek to maintain its position in light of Australia’s new Asian 
FTAs. Australia to seek to shift from commodities and minerals to 
manufactured goods or services

• Australia to seek access to EU’s large public procurement market

– Services:
• Substantial share of Australian exports to EU: trade off for 

agriculture?

• Australia needs the EU professional services providers to assist it in 
its transition to a knowledge-based economy

• Opening of Mode 4 services important

– Mutual recognition in standards and conformity assessment

– Mutual recognition in professional qualifications
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What a FTA between the EU and Australia 
could look like (2)

• Intellectual property:

– EU lists IP compliance as a market access issue in Australia

• Investment (FDI):

– Rebalance situation created by recent conclusion of 
comprehensive FTAs including FDI with major investing 
countries (e.g. China) 

• ISDS:

– EU mandate to include investment court in all its FTA (already 
in CETA and Vietnam FTA) may overcome Australia’s misgivings 
about ISDS (ChAFTA text already goes a long way towards a 
WTO-like model of ISDS)
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Conclusion

• Unlike multilateral negotiations (see UR impact on CAP and 
subsidies), FTAs allow parties to liberalise selectively, 
without addressing the main stumbling blocks (CAP for the 
EC, biosecurity for Australia) 

• The cost of negotiating those FTAs diverts resources & 
political energy from WTO multilateral negotiations

• FTA-MFN clauses and Mega-Regionals suggest that States 
are aware of FTAs shortcomings. However, on a mid-term 
basis, the trend seems irresistible
– It takes years (from 5 to 10) to negotiate and implement fully a FTA and see 

if it works or not

• Once the bowl overflows with spaghetti, the pendulum may 
swing back to multilateralism
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Thank you!


